
 
 

Story Writing Tips for Elementary Students 

 

Step 1. Getting Started See detailed examples in blue. 
WHO is your story about? (A space girl, two cats, a weed?). This is your 

main character(s) 

Frog named Liam 

Lives in a pond near my dance school 

 

WHERE does your story happen, what place(s)? (Under the sea and on a 

beach, in a field of flowers?) 

It starts in Liam’s home under a log by a pond, near my dance school then 

will end up at the dance school during tap class 

 

WHAT problem does your character (WHO) have? (The flowers hate the 

weed.) 

Liam can hear the tapping from the school and has watched the dancers 

through the window. He is sad because he doesn’t like to just hop like other 

frogs. He wants to tap dance.  

 

HOW does your character (WHO) fix the problem? (The weed teaches the 

flowers her special magic trick. What’s the trick that pleases the flowers?) 

Liam makes himself some tap shoes (with what?) and goes to the school. 

Lots of dancers don’t see him or see him and keep walking but one boy 

stops and Liam tells him his problem. The boy understands because most 

boys don’t dance, just like most frogs don’t.  

 

Step 2. Adding details: Use description to help readers “see” your 

story 

 

● What things can you tell about your character(s) and setting(s), the 

WHO and WHERE:what we see, hear, and know about them? Smells? 

What from Step 1 could you describe in more detail? 

 

Step 3: Plan the order 

● Give your story a beginning, a middle (the biggest part), and an 

ending: It’s like your story is a little person--head (beginning), body 

(middle), and legs (ending)! 



 
 

● Try writing a short plan for your story’s order and what will happen in  

each part? 

 

At the start:  Tell WHERE Liam lives and WHO he is: what he looks like, why 

he’s sad. WHY does he like tap dancing and not hopping like most frogs? 

How do the other frogs treat Liam about his love of tap dancing? 

 

In the middle: WHAT is  Liam’s problem? He wants to tap dance and not 

hop. 

HOW does Liam get around the problem? Describe it. Who helps him and 

why?  

 

At the end: Show how Liam and other frogs are feeling now that Liam is a 

tap dancer. What happens and where, at the very end? 

 

Step 4: Write your story! 

● When you are finished, read it out loud or ask an adult to read it to 

you. 

● Fix anything you feel needs it, including any left-out words. 

● Be sure to give your story a good title! 

 

One more tip: If your writer is stuck for ideas, ask him or her to draw a 

picture then you ask questions about it--take notes then show your student 

that’s a story! If your student is entering the ILLUSTRATED SHORT STORY 

category, he or she already has a great start on the drawings! 

Here’s an article to help you, from Scholastic: Draw a Story: Storytelling 

Through Drawing 

 

https://www.scholastic.com/parents/school-success/learning-toolkit-blog/draw-story-storytelling-through-drawing.html
https://www.scholastic.com/parents/school-success/learning-toolkit-blog/draw-story-storytelling-through-drawing.html

